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Season 1, Episode 1
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Pilot



It takes a team of people to help answer the famous question, "911, what's your emergency?" Detective Athena Grant works as a member of the police force, handling cases that require her sharp mind and expertise, while also trying to juggle her own family drama. Bobby Nash and his team of firefighters help execute the daring rescues that often come along with these life-threatening situations. Meanwhile, Abby Clark spends her days taking and fielding emergency calls at the 911 call center, but constantly desires to know what happens after she sends help.
Quest roles:
Gavin Stenhouse(Priest), Corinne Massiah(May Grant), Marcanthonee Reis(Harry Grant), Alyvia Alyn Lind(Lily), Sarah Hay(Jesse), Charles Baker(Petey), Todd Giebenhain(Dean), Taylor Gray(Steve), Maddie Nichols(Marika), Vahe Bejan(Father), Mina Joo(Veronica), Matthew Fahey(Junkie), Lissa Pallo(Woman), Troy Ian Hall(Police Officer), Harrison White(Old Man), Annie Tedesco(Emma Coughlin), Briana Cap(911 Operator #1), Mariette Hartley(Patricia Clark), Rachel Breitag(Tatiana), Alex Loynaz(Terry Flores), Hettienne Park(Beth Healy), John Marshall Jones(Dave Morrisey), Nicole Reddinger(Woman #2), Glenn Fernandez(Boy), Jeannie Bolet(ER Doctor), Flavia Watson(Groovyheels)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 January 2018, 00:00
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